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Abstract—With smart grids replacing conventional power grids
and rapidly expanding in both space and time, ensuring an
acceptable system observability becomes a challenge in spatio-
temporal expanding power grids. In addition, system operators
face another challenge, namely, financial budget constraints.
To address these challenges, a metering equipment allocation
strategy for monitoring of the power grid state needs to be
dynamic in both space and time. Unfortunately, existing metering
allocation strategies are quite limited. They usually deal with
static power grid topologies, and hence, do not reflect the spatio-
temporal expansion of the power grid. In this paper, a spatio-
temporal power grid model is proposed based on stochastic
geometry, which we show that it is in a good match with real-
world power grids. The proposed model enables us to carry
out tractable dynamic allocation of metering equipment in a
large (city-wide) and structurally evolving power grid. Using the
developed model, a multi-year algorithm for the allocation of
metering equipment is proposed based on finite horizon dynamic
programming, given budgetary and technical constraints on
system observability. Several case studies for metering allocation
are demonstrated through simulation results.

Index Terms—Stochastic geometry, distribution system, trans-
mission system, spatio-temporal expanding power grid, grid state
uncertainty, and meter placement.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

W ITH power grids becoming smarter and more complex,
their state of observability becomes a critical factor

for optimal functionality in both operation and modes. While
smart grids are expected to be in continuous expansion in both
space and time dimensions, limited budget constraints impose
a limit on the number of instrumentation equipment (smart me-
ters (SMs), supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
metering points, energy management systems (EMSs), and
phase measurement units (PMUs)) that can be installed over
the deployment years [1]. This means partial observability1
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1A partially observable power system means that system loads and electrical
elements are not fully visible or measured since metering equipment are
assigned to only a subset of loads.

will be available for load allocation and estimation, voltage
regulation and power loss minimization, which poses some
limitation on the operation of the power grid.

To face the challenge of the partial observability of power
grids, in this paper, the focus shall be on the optimal allocation
of metering equipment to infer the power grid state with min-
imal cost, while avoiding unnecessary metering duplication.
With a fixed budget that can be spent over the deployment
years, system operators require a dynamic metering allocation
strategy, such that in each year, an acceptable level of ob-
servability is achieved by imposing a limit on the amount of
allowable uncertainty in the power grid. The uncertainty comes
from the lack of accurate and sufficient data measurements,
as well as from the unpredictable time-varying loads. Since
the power grid is continuously expanding in both space and
time, the budget should not be completely spent in the first
year as the maximum allowable uncertainty in the future years
might not be met. Moreover, the physical allocation of all
metering equipment in the first year might not be possible as
some of these metering locations might still be unavailable
physically at the first year. This is the case where a metering
equipment is to be allocated at a bus node that still does not
physically exist in the first year. To create an efficient dynamic
metering allocation strategy, a model that reflects the spatio-
temporal evolution of the power grid along with a dynamic
programming model for the meters placement are needed.

Unfortunately, conventional approaches suggested in the
literature do not reflect the on-going changes in the complex
structures of interconnected buses both in space and time.
They also do not consider the mappings of the measurements
of meters to their geographical locations in a city, which is
an important factor to consider as electrical loads can exhibit
substantial spatial correlations in a geographical area [2]. This
means that the uncertainties in a power grid depend on the
geographical distributions of network elements, and thus their
statistics need to be taken into account.

For the scope of this paper, the focus shall be on the allo-
cation of PMUs. Specifically, a multi-year allocation strategy
that optimizes the locations of PMUs is proposed such that, in
each phase of the allocation, a maximum allowable uncertainty
in the power grid state is always met. For our power grid
model, we use stochastic geometry, a powerful tool that allows
us to describe the spatial nature of the power grid with
physical buses distributed over a geographical area. Stochastic
geometry also allows us to capture the temporal expansion of
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the power grid, where new buses and lines are deployed in
the power grid at different time steps. This eventually helps
to model spatio-temporal expanding power grids as compared
to static ones. Distributing buses on roads in a Poissonian
city structure makes our proposed grid model more realistic
and practical, since buses and metering equipment cannot be
deployed in a regular fashion due to the physical constraints,
as well as the energy and costs constraints [3].

Given the national security strict measures and laws in
many countries, it becomes hard most of the time to obtain
spatial information about the topology of the power grid.
Even if topological information about the power grid was
provided, most of the time it comes under strict non-disclosure
agreement. This means that any related research on actual
power grids cannot be shared with the research community.
By using our proposed model that mimics the topological
characteristics of real power grids, the developed algorithms
can then be tested and applied on any actual power grid.

A. Related Work

Limited research is available on meters placement in smart
grids. To improve the reliability of power quality monitoring,
Ali et al. [4] used a Bayesian network-based approach and
entropy-based measurements to select optimal power link
locations for placing power meters such that an estimation
accuracy threshold is achieved. For the data acquisition points
(DAPs) placement problem, several works such as [5], [6], [7],
have proposed different algorithms to optimize DAPs locations
such that certain technical constraints are met. In [8], Hasan,
M.M. et al. used a collaboration aware service placement for
advanced metering infrastructures (AMI) buses to reduce the
overall latency for monitoring upstream AMI traffic.

Different optimization models for meters placement have
been proposed in literature, such as the binary semi-definite
programming approach [9], the mixed-integer linear program-
ming model [10], the mixed-integer semi-definite program-
ming model [11], the Genetic Algorithm [12], and the convex
optimization model using Fisher information matrix [13]. A
graph theory approach was also proposed in [14], where a
two-stage algorithm was applied to optimally place PMUs.

A mathematical model for the optimal placement of
DAPs using power line communication (PLC) technol-
ogy was proposed in [15]. Using queuing analysis
and priority-based carrier-sensing multiple-access/collision-
avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme for scheduling delay-sensitive
traffic of meters, the authors optimized the placement of DAPs
such that traffic reliability with minimum installation costs are
guaranteed. In [10], the authors used Benders decomposition
to obtain the minimum number of micro-PMUs and SMs
in microgrids to satisfy certain observability constraints at
both normal steady state and contingencies state. The opti-
mization method used allowed to reduce the computational
and dimensional complexities of the suggested placement
algorithm. Optimal metering placement in smart distribution
grids was proposed in [13], where the authors have used
Fisher information and D-optimality criterion to reduce the
complexity of the developed convex optimization problem.

Using mixed-integer linear programming and the Genetic
algorithm, the authors in [16] solved the optimal placement
of PMUs in the presence of distributed generation (DG)
units and load loss resulting from an outage. Both, DGs and
maximum load loss coefficient limit were shown to affect the
optimal deployment of PMUs. A mixed integer semidefinite
programming model was formulated in [11] to find the optimal
placement of metering equipment in distribution systems that
minimizes error variances of the observability and system state
estimation accuracies. In [17], the authors used an improved
method of particle swarm optimization with fast convergence
in order to find the minimum number of PMUs to install to
ensure full system state observability. The efficiency of the
results was verified on different IEEE test systems.

To the best of our knowledge, most of the research works
on meters’ placement either consider static traditional power
distribution systems or test bus systems such as IEEE bus
systems. On one hand, traditional power test systems do not
reflect large power grid topological structures as they are
generally much smaller in size compared with real power
grids [18]. On the other hand, test power systems present a
static structure; however, in reality, the topological structure
of power grids is dynamic and continuously evolving as new
electrical elements such as buses, lines, transformers, meters,
and so on, are added to the system in addition to the seasonal
reconfigurations. Moreover, the topological information be-
comes important to avoid redundant metering allocation since
the measurements of meters can exhibit spatial correlations.

B. Contributions and Organization
The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
First, tools from stochastic geometry are used to model the

power grid. Initially, the spatial locations of roads are modeled
using a Poisson line process (PLP), and then on each road a
random number of buses is generated using a homogeneous
one-dimensional (1D) Poisson point process (PPP). Next, lines
are constructed to connect each bus to its nearest neighbors
based on geographical paths and boundaries. Finally, load
capacities are assigned to buses by matching the load values to
those of a real power grid by using the load and connectivity
data of some IEEE test systems.

Second, using the developed model, the power grid is clus-
tered into subnetworks using the k-means clustering algorithm
and in each cluster, trees are constructed from a realization of
the stochastic power grid model based on the physical links
that exist between buses. The impact factor of each bus is
then computed based on Katz Centrality, load capacity, and the
presence of distributed energy resources (DERs). This shall be
used to select buses for PMUs allocation.

Third, with a predetermined total budget that can be spent
over a number of years, an allocation strategy is formulated
in order to satisfy the technical threshold on observability at
each year, in an expanding power grid, such that the total
budget is satisfied over all the deployment years. We show
that the allocation problem can be solved using a constrained
finite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP) algorithm.

Fourth, the topological characteristics of the proposed
power grid model are compared to Florida real power grid in
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terms of bus betweenness centrality, nodal degree distribution,
eigen-spread values and clustering coefficients. We show that
the stochastic geometry-based model provides accurate spatial
approximation to real power grids.

Fifth, the proposed metering allocation is tested for different
allocation strategies on an 84-bus transmission system derived
from the stochastic geometry-based smart grid model, on the
standard IEEE 123-bus distribution system, and on the EPRI
circuit 24 distribution test system consisting of 1355 buses2.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, a stochastic power grid system model is presented.
Section III presents the trees construction with the calculations
of the impact factors of buses. Section IV formulates the
dynamic programming allocation for PMUs. Section V-A
compares the features of the proposed model with a real power
grid, while Section V-B presents the results for the multi-year
PMUs allocation for both transmission and distribution power
systems. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SPATIO-TEMPORAL POWER GRID MODEL

In this section, the development of the stochastic geometry-
based power grid model is described.

Tools from stochastic geometry are used to model the
overall topology of the power grid in order to obtain a
statistical framework for placement of PMUs. A doubly
stochastic spatio-temporal model is used where: i) iterated
Poisson tessellations such as PLP is used to model the spatial
locations of the irregular layout of roads [19] (since PMUs
are most likely to be located on roadways which are linear
and randomly oriented [3]); and ii) a homogeneous one-
dimensional (1D) PPP is used to model the irregular spatial
locations of buses on each road [3], [20]. We will show in
Section V-A that the proposed power grid model captures the
topological characteristics and statistics of real power grids
in terms of bus betweenness centralities, eigen-spread values,
nodal degree distribution, and bus clustering coefficients.

Let t ∈ {1, . . . , T} denote unit time steps such as years.
Initially, the Poissonian city is built by generating lines (i.e.,
roads) in a disk representing the geographical region. Then, at
time step t = 1, buses are generated on each line, which are
then connected with lines following the physical paths. Finally,
random load capacities are assigned for each bus by matching
the values with those of a real power grid. At subsequent time
steps (t > 1), the grid expands as new buses and physical links
are installed. A detailed step-by-step process for constructing
this model is summarized in Fig. 1 and described as follows:

Step 1: Define a geographical region, such as a city, a town,
etc., as a disk A(0, R) with radius R.

Step 2: To represent roads, a random collection of lines
is generated from a set of points distributed according to a
Poisson distribution on a representation space, where each line
l is characterized by 0 ≤ θl < 2π as the line direction, and
0 < pl ≤ R as the line location. Let λl be the density of
the PLP, Φl, in the representation space. Then, the number of
lines intersecting the geographical disk is 2πλlR.

2Note that the metering allocation results of the EPRI distribution system
exhibited similar performance to that of the IEEE 123-bus distribution system,
and thus were omitted due to space limitations.

Fig. 1: A diagram summarizing the steps to obtain a generative
stochastic geometry-based power grid model.

Step 3: Create buses on each Poisson line l for l ∈ Φl, such
that their locations are modeled following a homogeneous 1D
PPP, Φb,l(t), with density λb,l(t) for time step t. That is, all
the buses in the whole power grid constitute a PPP Φb(t) with
density being λb(t) =

∑2πλlR
l=1 λb,l(t). Then, the total number

of buses, N(t), in the power grid can be expressed as N(t) =∑2πλlR
l=1 λb,l(t)|`|, where |`| = 2R sin

(
cos−1 (pl/R)

)
.

Step 4: Construct power lines such that each bus b connects
to its db nearest neighbors. A bus degree defines the number of
buses directly connected to it. The nodal degree distribution,
f(d) with d denoting the bus degree, follows the shifted sum of
exponential distributions, which was shown in [21] to provide
an accurate approximation to common power distribution
system structures:

f(d) =
∑
i

ηi
µK

e
− d−kiµK

1(d≥ki), (1)

where µK is the average number of lines formed by a new bus
and ηi are the probabilities of a bus taking different values ki
of K(t) = {db(t)|b(t) ∈ (1, . . . , N(t))}.

To obtain bus b’s degree, a sample, db is drawn, from the
nodal degree distribution f(d), and then the spatial locations
of its db neighbors are found based on the Euclidean distance.
Then b is connected to its db neighbors based on the geo-
graphical boundaries and physical paths by selecting one of the
potential near-geodesic routes, which were shown to be good
approximations to true geodesics [22], [23]. Finally, the line is
marked on the route selected for each of the db neighbors to
achieve the degree of bus b. To ensure power delivery to every
bus, disconnected connections are made connected based on
the shortest paths between them so as to reduce power losses.
Note that distribution power systems have more radial-like
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network configuration structures, while transmission power
systems can have multiple loops to guarantee power delivery
in case of line faults or failures [24].

Step 5: Assign load values to load buses as follows. First,
the aggregate load demand is obtained as [25]:

log
[
P tot

L (NL(t))
]

= −0.2(logNL(t))2+1.98 logNL(t)+0.58,

where NL(t) is the total number of load buses at time t
supporting customer demands; P tot

L (NL(t)) =
∑2πλlR
l=1 Pl(t);

and Pl(t) is the aggregate demand capacity of load buses
on line l at time t. Then, a random set of load capacities
[Pl(t)]1×NL(t)

is generated, where 99% of generated loads
follow an exponential distribution with about 1% having
extremely large demands falling outside the normal range (2-
3 times greater) expected by the exponential distribution [25].
Then, we check if the generated load values remain in the
range of the aggregate load capacity, P tot

L , by verifying that∑2πλlR
l=1 Pl(t) ≤ P tot

L ; if the condition is not satisfied, the
load values are scaled down. At this stage, the normalized
nodal degree (bus degree of each bus divided by the maximum
bus degree of all buses) and normalized load value (load
capacity of each bus divided by the maximum load capacity
of all buses) of each bus are obtained using both the obtained
randomly created values and the real values from an actual
power system. The probability mass function (PMF) of the
two normalized variables is then compared with the 2D-PMF
of the normalized variables of a real power system, so we
can match the probability values and re-order the capacities
to the corresponding buses. Finally, the real (unnormalized)
load values are assigned to load buses based on their nodal
degree [25]. In this paper, the load and connectivity data of
some IEEE test systems are used.

Fig. 2 shows a realization of the stochastic geometry-based
transmission system with 84 buses.

III. TREES CONSTRUCTION AND IMPACT FACTORS OF
BUSES

After a generative power grid model is constructed, we need
to determine the importance of each bus for the purpose of
meter allocation. If a bus has a high degree of centrality,
i.e., physical connections with other buses, then this bus
becomes an influential bus in terms of improving the grid state
estimation. The reason is that the closer a non-observable bus
is to an observable bus, the better the grid status can be inferred
based on historical data. We shall identify influential buses
with the highest number of connections with other buses using
Katz centrality. Therefore, initially, graph trees are constructed
from the physical model in order to calculate for each bus
i) the impact factors related to bus’ centrality, load capacity
and DERs, and ii) the amount of uncertainty in the grid state
estimation that can be absorbed if a PMU is placed on that
bus. Note that once the number of PMUs is determined by the
dynamic programming model, to be explained in Section IV,
PMUs shall be placed on buses with the highest impact factors.

First, buses are clustered into different clusters using the k-
means clustering algorithm. The clustering process helps ease
the dynamic allocation strategy as buses closer to each other
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Fig. 2: An example of a realization of the stochastic geometry-
based power grid model for a transmission system with 84
buses, 31 of which are randomly selected as generators, where
buses are grouped into three different clusters (note that the
light blue lines represent roads).

are grouped together, which helps avoid duplicate metering
device installation. For each cluster, trees are constructed such
that they reflect the actual physical connections between buses.
Each bus is considered to be a parent bus, to which all physical
connections with immediate neighboring buses are identified.
Then, all other connections with non-immediate neighbors
are found. All buses that lie on the identified physical lines
with the respective parent bus are considered children buses.
This process is repeated until all buses are covered. See
Algorithm 1 for further details. It should be noted that for
the distribution power systems, the trees are constructed such
that they have radial structure without loops, while for the
transmission power systems, the trees are constructed with
multiple loops [24]. Algorithm 2 describes the process of
ensuring that all buses are connected together and that cycles
are removed from graph trees in the case of distribution
systems.

Next, after graph trees are constructed, the impact factor of
each bus is calculated based on three different criteria: i) the
Katz centrality, ii) the maximum load capacity, and iii) the
presence of a DER. Maximum load capacity plays a key role
in determining bus importance. Monitoring becomes important
when load capacity is high, since if a failure occurs, many
other loads will be affected. Same holds true for a DER, as
all dependent loads will be affected if a failure occurs on a
DER bus node. First, the Katz centrality score, Cb, for bus b
is defined as [26]

Cb = β
(
I − αKatzA

T
)−1 ~I, (2)

where A is a matrix whose elements abv denotes the (b, v)th

element of the binary adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}N(t)×N(t);
αKatz < 1/max(eig(A)) is a factor that penalizes higher order
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Fig. 3: Trees formation for the three clusters of the grid model of Fig. 2, with the color graph of the resulting impact factors
of buses (w1 = w2 = 0.5).

Algorithm 1 Initial graph tree construction in cluster c
Input: The topology Tc of the power grid in cluster c
Output: The graph tree Gc in cluster c

1: Obtain children buses Db for each bus b in cluster c:
2:
3: visited buses set in cluster c: Vc ← ∅
4: while Vc has an unvisited bus do
5: b := an unvisited bus
6: visit(b)
7: set of children buses for bus b: Db ← ∅
8: Yb ← set of immediate neighbors of b
9: foreach y ∈ Yb do

10: Ly ← set of y’s physical links ∈ Tc with b
11: Ŷb \ Yb ← set of buses lying on Ly
12: Db ← {Yb, Ŷb}
13: end for
14: D̃d ← Db
15: foreach d ∈ D̃d do
16: Yd ← set of immediate neighbors of d
17: Db ← {Db,Yd}
18: foreach y ∈ Yd do
19: Yy set of immediate neighbors of y
20: Dd ← Yy
21: Db ← {Db,Dd}
22: while Dd 6= ∅ do
23: foreach d′ ∈ Dd do
24: Ld′ ← set of d′ links ∈ Tc with y
25: X \ {Db} ← set of buses on Ld′
26: Yd′ ←immediate neighbors of d′

27: Dd ← {X ,Yd′}
28: Db ← {Db,Dd}
29: end for
30: end while
31: end for
32: end for
33: end while
34: Gc ← graph({b}, {Db})

connections to measure the influence of not only the immediate
buss but also the higher order buss [26]; β is a positive constant
to ensure non-zero centrality; I is the identity matrix; and
~I = [11 . . . 1] is the identity vector of size 1×N(t).

Finally, the impact factor of bus b is calculated as

IFb = w1Cb + w2LCb + w3DERb, (3)

where 0 < (w1, w2, w3) < 1 are weight factors, LCb and
DERb are the load priority value and the DER priority value,
respectively, with the highest value in a cluster taking value
nc, with nc being the number of buses in cluster c. Note that
the DER priority value is only used in the distribution system.

Fig. 3 shows the trees formation for the three clusters of
the grid model of Fig. 2, with the color graph indicating the
resulting impact factor intensities of buses.

IV. FINITE-HORIZON DYNAMIC ALLOCATION MODEL

Here, a multi-year PMUs allocation problem is presented,
whose solution is used by the power grid operator to determine
the optimal number and locations of PMUs at each year.
Note that while PMUs are an expensive option for distribution
systems, there are some existing cases where PMUs are to be
installed in a distribution system (see [27], [28], [29]).

Definition 1. (Uncertainty Absorption) Each time a PMU
device is installed, it absorbs a certain amount of uncertainty
in the power grid. The uncertainty in the state estimation of
power grids comes from the insufficiency and inaccuracy of
real-time measurements data and network parameter values.
The uncertainty of the grid state can be aggravated with
the penetration of distributed generation units, intermittent,
unpredictable and time-varying loads, and renewable energy
generation such as solar and wind energy [30]. In order to
calculate the amount of uncertainty, uj,t, that a PMU device
j can absorb at time step t, we use the fraction of the jth bus
degree to the degree of all of its non-allocated children buses
within the cluster polygon, P(o,Rc), centered at o and with
diameter Rc at time step t. Thus,

uj,t =
deg(j)∑

i∈{{kPj }\{mt−1},j} deg(i)
, (4)
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Algorithm 2 Updating graph tree structure in cluster c
Input: The graph trees Gc in cluster c
Output: Updated graph tree Gc in cluster c

1: Remove cycles in Gc for distribution systems:
2: if power grid is distribution system then
3: CGc ← detect all cycles in Gc
4: foreach cycle l ∈ CGc do
5: foreach bus b ∈ l do
6: longestb ← find longest physical distance to

each db ∈ {Db ∈ l}
7: end for
8: b∗ ← arg maxb∈l(longestb)
9: delete teh edge between b∗ and db∗

10: end for
11: Update Gc
12: end if
13:
14: Ensure that all buses in Gc are connected:
15: {TrGc} ← set of all tree clusters in Gc
16: visited tree clusters set Vtr ← ∅
17: while size({TrGc}) > 1 do
18: foreach tr ∈ {TrGc} do
19: foreach bus b ∈ tr do
20: shortestb ← find minimum physical distance to

each db ∈ {Db ∈ {TrGc}/ (tr,Vtr)}
21: end for
22: b∗ ← arg minb∈tr(shortestb)
23: Add a link between b∗ and db∗
24: Vtr ← {Vtr, tr}
25: end for
26: end while
27: Update Gc

where deg(j) is the degree of bus j, {kPj } is the set of
the nearest neighbors to bus j within the cluster polygon P ,
{mt−1} is the set of buses with already allocated PMUs at
time step t− 1.

The problem is described in the context of a dynamic
programming based on the principle of optimality [31], where
we define a decision variable vector xt, a state variable vector
st, a transition function ft, and a cost function, ct, corre-
sponding to each time unit t. The dynamic problem enables
us to determine at each time step the number of PMUs to
allocate and their corresponding locations to satisfy budget and
estimation accuracy constraints. When accurate grid estimation
cannot be obtained, economic costs are incurred on the power
grid operator since the cost of balancing the power generation
would become higher due to the increased uncertainties in the
power grid. Hence, the PMUs need to be allocated to absorb
part of this uncertainty.

The decision variable at time t captured by vector xt =
{ns,t, xs,t, uj,t} is a tuple consisting of the number of PMUs
to allocate at t, the locations of PMUs to allocate at t, and
the amount of uncertainty absorbed by jth PMU device at
t, respectively. The state variable at time t, represented by
vector st = {mt, Bt, Ut}, is a tuple consisting of the number

of already allocated PMUs in the power grid until t, the state
of budget at t, and the state of uncertainty of the power grid
at t, respectively. The transition function, ft, is defined by the
Poisson probability density function since the number of new
buses added at each time step is a Poisson random variable:
ft =

(
λ
nb,t
b e−λb

)
/nb,t!, where nb,t is the number of buses

added at time step t.
Let σu denotes the value of uncertainty costs related to the

cost of the supplied energy to meet the demand in the case
of inaccurate state estimation. The costs incurred at time t,
ct, include costs of balancing to meet the uncertainties in the
demand, which is proportional to the amount of uncertainties
in the power grid. The more the uncertainty is present in the
power grid, the higher the costs are for purchasing energy since
the system operators will have to purchase additional energy to
meet their demand if needed [32], [33]. Furthermore, given a
certain uncertainty level in the demand, there is an associated
number of already installed PMUs (mt), which in turn incurs
labor and installation costs. In other words, the cost function
can be expressed as ct(st, xt) = σu

(
Ut −

∑mt
j=1 uj,t

)
+

σcmt, t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, where Ut −
∑mt
j=1 uj,t represents the

remaining amount of uncertainty in the grid after mt PMUs
have been allocated at time t, and σc denotes the value
of the labor and installation costs. Then, a linear dynamic
program is formulated, where the objective is to maximize
the uncertainties absorption in the power grid over a period of
1, . . . , T :

maximize
ns,t

∑
t

ns,t∑
j=1

uj,t (5)

subject to
∑
t

ct(st, xt) ≤ Btot, (6)

Ut ≤ Dth, (7)
Bt > 0, (8)
ns,t, uj,t ≥ 0, (9)

where constraint (6) ensures that the total cost over all time
steps does not exceed the total available budget Btot; con-
straint (7) captures the condition that the uncertainty state
at time t is less than or equal to the maximum allowed
uncertainty Dth; and constraints (8) and (9) ensure the non-
negativity of the budget, number of PMUs to allocate, and the
amount of absorbed uncertainty at time t.

With the above optimization problem defined, the state
space at time slot t is s(t) ∈ {(mt, Bt, Ut)}. Associated
with this state is the amount of uncertainty absorption ξt =∑mt
j=1 uj,t in the same time slot. Then, the joint probability

distribution of states sn = {st}nt=1 and ξn = {ξt}nt=1 over n
time slots can be defined as

P (sn, ξn)
(a)
=

n∏
t=1

P
(
st|st−1

)
P (ξt|st) (10)

(b)
=

n∏
t=1

P (st|st−1)P (ξt|st) , (11)

where st−1 denotes the collection of the past t− 1 states; (a)
comes from conditioning on the states with ξ’s being indepen-
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dent of each other, i.e., ξt−1—st —ξt forms a Markov chain,
where ξt−1 denotes the collection of the past t−1 uncertainties
absorption; and (b) comes from the fact that the states are
related in a causal and sequential manner, i.e., st—st−1—st−2

forms a Markov chain for all t ∈ {1, . . . , T} [34].

Algorithm 3 Solving the Constrained Finite-Horizon MDP
Input: The time axis T = {1, . . . , T}; a state space S; a state
transition matrix P ; a set of control actions o(st)
Output: Optimal control policies M = {µ1, µ2, . . . µT }

1: begin
2: for t = 1 . . . T do
3: foreach control action o(st) ∈ o(st) do
4: Define immediate reward function rt =
{ξt(s, o) : s ∈ St, o ∈ o(st)}

5: Reward obtained: Rt = rt(st, ot)
6: Obtain new set of control actions o

′(st) =
{o(st) :

∑t
k=1Rk ≥ (100−DTh)}

7: Obtain the set of control actions o
′′(st) =

{o′(st) :
∑t
k=1 ok ≤ Btot}

8: end for
9: end for

10: Define the optimal value function at stage T as
V ∗T (s) = rT (s)

11: Compute the value function V µk (s) by backward re-
cursion [35], for k = {T, . . . , 1}:

V µk (sk) = {rk(sk, ok)+
∑

s′∈Sk+1

pk(s′|sk, ok)V µk+1(s′)}ok=µk(sk)

12: Starting with V ∗T (s), obtain the optimal value function:

V ∗k (sk) = max
ok∈o′′(sk)

{rk(sk, ok)+
∑

s′∈Sk+1

pk(s′|sk, ok)V ∗k+1(s′)}

for k = {T, . . . , 1}
13: The optimal control policy µ∗ satisfies

µ∗k(sk) ∈ arg max
ok∈o′′(sk)

{rk(sk, ok)+
∑

s′∈Sk+1

pk(s′|sk, ok)V ∗k+1(s′)}

14: end

With the finite number of stages T , the constrained finite-
horizon MDP is introduced in Algorithm 3 to solve the
optimization problem, where the objective is to design T
control policies, µt, that are mapped from the state space to
the control space o(st), that is µt : st → o(st). The control
state o(st) is the set of control actions taken at time step t
when the system is in state st. The optimal control policies
M = {µ1, µ2, . . . µT } are time-varying (a different optimal
policy for each time step) and can be obtained by solving the
recursive dynamic program backward in time from time step
T to 1 [36], [37]. At each time step, we want to maximize
the total expected reward (the amount of absorbed uncertainty)
over all control policies, such that an optimal control policy
that achieves the maximum reward is obtained. The algorithm
for solving the constrained finite-horizon MDP problem is
given in Algorithm 3. Once the optimal control policies are
obtained, PMUs are then placed on buses starting with the bus
with the highest impact factor IFb, as given in Eq.(3), in the

first cluster, followed by the bus with the highest impact factor
in the second cluster, and so on.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Validation of the Stochastic-geometry based Power Grid

In this section, the stochastic geometry transmission system
is compared with the transmission system of Florida [38] in
terms of nodal degree distribution, node betweenness central-
ity, clustering coefficients and eigenvalues spread.

For comparison purpose, we use the MATLAB library
’MatlabBGL’ provided by [39]. We use the following sim-
ulation parameters: the radius of the geographical region
R = 232 km; the density of PLP λl = 20; the number
of buses on each Poisson line Poiss(λb,l) = 6; the near-
est neighbors ki = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] with probabilities ηi =
[0.4, 0.3833, 0.1333, 0.0667, 0.0167]; and T = 1 (no temporal
expansion).

1) Bus Degree Distribution: Fig. 5 shows the PMF of the
average bus degree distribution of the stochastic geometry-
based power transmission system model and that of Florida.
We see from Fig. 5 the similarity between both grids in
terms of degree distribution, where right-skewed distribution
shapes can be depicted. This justifies the use of shifted sum of
exponential distributions as an accurate approximation to real
power grids [21]. Fig. 4 shows the power transmission system

Fig. 4: Map of the power grid of Florida [38].

of Florida with 84 buses, among which 31 are generator buses.
The power transmission system in Fig. 2 with 84 buses is used
as a similar size stochastic geometry power grid model.

2) Bus Betweenness Centrality: The bus betweenness cen-
trality is an indication of how important a bus is in terms
of power flow, where the bus with the highest betweenness
centrality score is the one that lies on the path of the largest
number of buses [40]. This comes under the assumption
that power flows over the shortest paths between buses. The
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of
bus betweenness centrality is plotted in Fig. 6, which depicts
that only a few buses have high centrality scores since the
curve is decreasing and reaches low CCFD value as the
probability approaches 1. A resemblance can be noted in terms
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Fig. 5: Comparison between Florida’s power transmission
system and the stochastic geometry-based model in terms of
bus degree distribution.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of bus betweenness centrality for Florida’s
transmission power system and the stochastic geometry-based
model.

of centrality scores between the stochastic geometry-based
model and that of Florida power model.

3) Bus Clustering Coefficients: Bus clustering is another
topological characteristic that describes clusters formation be-
tween the bus and its neighbors that have physical connections
among each other. The clustering coefficient values indicate
the extent to which buses tend to form clusters. Fig. 7 shows
again a similarity in performance between the stochastic model
and the power transmission system of Florida.

4) Eigen-Spread Comparison: Finally, for our last metric
comparison, we look at the eigen-spread values of the power
grid graph’s adjacency matrix. This metric measures how well
a graph is connected. A graph that maintains a good degree of
connectivity is more robust to power failures, loads disconnec-
tion, topological modifications and seasonal reconfigurations.
Again we see a comparable performance in Fig. 8 between
the stochastic model and the power system of Florida.

5) Similarity Scores: To measure the similarity score be-
tween the stochastic geometry-based model and that of Florida,
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Fig. 7: Comparison of clustering coefficient between the
power transmission system of Florida and the stochastic
geometry-based model.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of spread of eigenvalues between the
power transmission system of Florida and the stochastic
geometry-based model.

we use the similarity index of [41]

Sf,g =
〈f · g〉

〈f · f〉+ 〈g · g〉 − 〈f · g〉
, (12)

where 〈f ·g〉 is the inner product of the functions f and g cor-
responding to the topological characteristics of Florida and the
stochastic geometry-based model, respectively. Based on the
simulation results, an average similarity score of 91.47% was
found, with 96.75% for the betweenness centrality, 86.68%
for the bus degree distribution, 83.42% for the clustering
coefficient values, and 96.84% for the eigenvalues spread,
and 93.68% for the diameter of the power grid which is a
representation of the longest path connecting a pair of buses
among all paths connecting any two buses. Given as an input
a developed stochastic geometry-based power grid model with
spatial correlation of buses and lines (that is one realization),
an algorithm for the allocation of metering devices can be
applied taking into consideration the geographical pattern and
constraints, which would give as an output the spatial locations
and installation time of PMUs.
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Fig. 9: Dynamic allocation results for the transmission power system of Fig. 2 for different values of weight factors.

Fig. 10: Optimal PMUs locations (in bus number) at the designated bus numbers for the transmission power system of Fig. 2
for different values of weight factors.

B. Multi-year PMUs Allocation Results

In this section, the simulation results of the multi-year
PMUs allocation problem are presented using the transmission
power system realization of Fig. 2. We also test the dynamic
allocation policy on the standard IEEE-123 bus test system.
We used the MDPtoolbox functions in MATLAB provided
by [42]. For the spatio-temporal expansion of the standard
IEEE 123-bus distribution power system, we used the fol-
lowing parameters: the number of buses on each Poisson line
Poiss(λb,l) = 5; and the nearest neighbors ki = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
with probabilities ηi = [0.339, 0.339, 0.2542, 0.0424, 0.0169].
As for the transmission power system, we used the simulation
parameters of Section V-A. For both of the systems, we
set the maximum allowable uncertainty, DTh, to 0.1. We

investigate three different cases: i) case 1 refers to taking
equal weight values of the impact factors of buses, ii) case
2 refers to assigning all the weight to Katz centrality scores,
and iii) case 3 refers to assigning all the weight to the load
capacity values. We demonstrate the results over a period of
5 years (T = {1, · · · , 5}), where initially, it is assumed that
PMUs have not been previously installed, i.e., the uncertainty
percentage status of the grid is initially 100%; then, each year,
new buses and lines get installed in the power grid.

The budget constraint is mapped into a fixed number of
PMUs to be allocated over a period of 5 years. In each year, a
variable ns,t PMUs get allocated, leading to a total percentage
of uncertainty absorption of ut =

∑ns,t
j=1 uj,t × 100. Then,

in subsequent years (t > 1), the accumulated percentage
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Fig. 11: Dynamic allocation results for the IEEE 123-bus distribution power system for different values of weight factors.

Fig. 12: Optimal PMUs locations (in bus number) at the designated bus numbers for the IEEE 123-bus distribution power
system for different values of weight factors.

of uncertainty absorption up to year t becomes uacc,t =∑(mt+ns,t)
j=1 uj,t × 100. In order to determine the minimum

amount of budget required over the five years to achieve the
target maximum allowable uncertainty threshold DTh = 0.1 in
each year, we plot in Fig. 9(a) and (d), the average percentage
of uncertainty absorption over all the 5 years for different
values of the budget for cases 1 and 2. As can be seen from
Fig. 9(a), a total of 21 PMUs can achieve an average of 90%
uncertainty absorption over all the 5 years.

In Fig. 9(b), we plot the total budget required for different
values of the maximum allowable uncertainty threshold, DTh.

Here, we can see that in order to achieve a target DTh = 0.1,
the total budget required should be at least 21 PMU devices,
confirming the result obtained in Fig. 9(a). As the constraint
DTh is relaxed, the total budget can be reduced and therefore
less PMU devices will need to be allocated.

Given a maximum total budget of 21 PMUs to achieve the
target maximum allowable uncertainty threshold, DTh = 0.1,
the output result of the multi-year PMUs allocation for case
1 using dynamic programming is plotted in Fig. 9(c). The
narrower bars inside the wider ones refer to the percentage of
uncertainty absorption, ut, corresponding to the PMUs that
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get allocated in year t; while the wider bars refer to the
accumulated percentage of uncertainty absorption, uacc,t, up
to year t. Since the power grid is evolving with time, more
PMUs might be required to be installed at later stages. For
instance, we see that at the third year, we need to install one
additional PMU at its optimal location in order to meet the
target maximum allowable uncertainty DTh = 0.1. Simulation
results revealed that cases 1 and 3 are similar in terms of the
minimum budget required to achieve DTh = 0.1 in each year,
while in case 2, a lower budget might be required (since case
3 is very similar to case 1, it is omitted from the results). This
allows us to conclude that Katz centrality is more important
and more economic to be considered for metering allocation
than load capacity alone or Katz centrality and load capacity
together. A similar remark can be concluded from Fig. 11 for
the distribution power system, where Katz centrality is more
efficient to be considered for metering allocation than load
capacity and DER. The optimal locations of buses for the three
different allocation strategies (cases 1, 2 and 3) are provided
by the corresponding bus numbers in the whole power grid
for both the transmission and distribution power systems, as
shown in Fig 10 and Fig. 12.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a stochastic-geometry based
power grid model that approximates common power grid
structures, while reflecting on the physical constraints and
boundaries of power grid elements, and capturing their spatial
coupling in a defined geographical region. The proposed power
grid model can be used as a tool for strategic planning and
development, especially with its spatio-temporal evolution and
expansion characteristics through time.

The suggested model was used to propose a multi-year
PMUs allocation using a finite-horizon dynamic program for
both transmission and distribution power systems. Given a
power grid model realization, we showed how to cluster
buses, construct their trees, and assign their impact factors
for metering allocation purposes. This was input to the finite-
horizon dynamic programming that determined the number
of metering points to allocate and the amount of uncertainty
absorbed at each time stage. This can be very useful for regions
with a limited or no smart grid infrastructure, and which
require a multi-year deployment plan for metering equipment.
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